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WHAT MAKES DARPA TICK?
The stellar reputation of this small but mighty defense agency
rests on the unparalleled clout of its program managers
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By Jeffrey Mervis

I

n 2005, mathematician Ben Mann was
pondering the fundamentals of life.
Physical scientists had a bevy of fundamental equations that explained how
the world worked. Biologists had nothing of the sort. What would happen,
Mann wondered, if some of the best
minds in math and biology were challenged to find such laws?

It wasn’t an idle question. Mann was a
new program manager at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
in Arlington, Virginia, an arm of the U.S.
military renowned for pursuing seemingly
wild ideas. Unlike at most other research
agencies, where starting something new can
require overcoming major bureaucratic hurdles, the only person Mann had to persuade
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Mathematician Benjamin Mann, at home in Austin,
was at DARPA from 2004 to 2010.

at DARPA before launching his quest for fundamental laws of biology—dubbed FunBio—
was then–DARPA Director Tony Tether.
To Mann’s delight, Tether quickly said yes.
“Biology seemed to me just one accidental
discovery after another,” recalls Tether, an
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electrical engineer with deep roots in the
defense community. “Ben thought he could
make some headway.”
Founded in 1958 in the aftermath of
Sputnik, DARPA’s job is to make sure the
U.S. military holds a technological edge over
its enemies. Over the decades since, it has
earned a reputation for using out-of-the-box
thinking to solve what defense officials like
to call “DARPA-hard” problems. “The public
gives DARPA $3 billion a year, in round numbers, and every decade out pops an Internet,
or synthetic biology, or carbon nanotubes, or
another significant technology,” says Zach
Lemnios, the Pentagon’s chief technology officer during the first Obama administration.
Lemnios also could have mentioned
DARPA’s role in inventing stealth aircraft,
pilotless drones, and laser-guided weapons,
and nurturing the materials science and
computer science communities. Its successes
have inspired lawmakers to create a spate
of imitators that try to duplicate DARPA’s
free-wheeling approach, including the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity
(IARPA) and the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E).
Such efforts inevitably raise a core question: What makes DARPA tick? The answer,
say dozens of people who have worked for
or with DARPA, is its cadre of program
managers—people like Ben Mann—who
enjoy a combination of autonomy, authority, and ample resources that is rare
in government.
DARPA’s roughly 100 program manag550

ers are the agency’s “secret sauce,” says
Lemnios, who now heads global research
at IBM in Yorktown Heights, New York.
They largely decide which projects DARPA
tackles, says Craig Fields, who spent
15 years at the agency before becoming its director in 1989. “Is there a program manager
around who wants to do it?” Fields says. “If
not, it’s not going to happen.”
Mann, who will be 68 in April, says his
6-year stay at DARPA “was the most intellectually romantic period of my life. I felt that
Daddy had given me the keys to the car to
work in the best interests of the country.”
HOW MANN got his hands on those keys,

and the way he drove the car, says a lot
about how DARPA operates. After earning
his Ph.D. from Stanford University in Palo
Alto, California, in 1975, Mann spent the next
quarter-century as an academic, with stops
at Harvard University; Clarkson University
in Potsdam, New York; and the University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque. Twice he earned
tenure. But job security didn’t keep him
rooted. “I have the patience of an unstable
subatomic particle,” Mann says.
His research specialty also contributed
to his restlessness. “I’m an algebraic topologist, a field that was booming in the
1920s and 1930s,” he explains. “But by the
time I got into it, it had become very technical. It’s like 10-meter Olympic diving,
where you get points for style and degrees
of difficulty.” Reviewers also penalized researchers who struck out in a new direc-

MANN ARRIVED at DARPA in June 2004

on a 2-year appointment with an option
for renewal, like most program managers
at the $2.9 billion agency. That heavy reliance on temporary employees stands out
among government agencies. The biggest
U.S. research funder, the National Institutes of Health (NIH), has career employees
managing its $31 billion budget. At NSF,
visiting scientists play an essential role in
managing the agency’s $7.3 billion research
portfolio, but just one-third of its roughly
500 program officers are “rotators.”
DARPA officials believe that short stints
keep the pressure on program managers to
get things done. “My badge had an expiration date,” Mann says, “and I felt the clock
sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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DARPA developed the technology behind the F-117A, the first in a series of stealth aircraft that have
revolutionized aerial warfare.

tion, Mann notes, damning them with such
comments as “it’s not nearly as elegant as
what you had been doing.”
That conservatism prompted Mann to
look outside academia, and in 1999 he joined
the National Science Foundation (NSF) as a
program manager in its mathematics division. But the September 2001 terrorist attacks prompted another re-evaluation. He
felt the surprise attacks had demonstrated
that government officials “were looking at
data the wrong way” and that his field could
help them see things more clearly.
Personal factors were also at play. “My father was a World War II veteran and he was
very upset by 9/11,” Mann recounts. “After he
passed away in 2002, I felt I wanted to do
something about it.”
Mann’s first step on the road to DARPA
was helping run a joint, NSF-DARPA research program that used geometrically
inspired algorithms to better describe
complex 3D images. Ultimately, Mann’s
counterpart at DARPA, mathematician
Douglas Cochran, ended up recruiting him
to the agency. Cochran had come to DARPA
in 2000, on leave from Arizona State University, Tempe. Term limits are standard at
DARPA, and on Cochran’s first day, his boss
had told him to put finding a successor at
the top of his to-do list.
When Cochran met Mann a few years
later, he decided he’d make an ideal DARPA
program manager. Mann “has tons of energy
and interests, he’s very creative, and he’s obsessive to the point of being compulsive in
trying to figure out how all the pieces fit together,” Cochran says.
After Cochran made his pitch, Mann
didn’t hesitate. “They say you go to DARPA
if you have something you absolutely have to
do, and you can’t get it done anywhere else,”
Mann says. “My raison d’être was to take
math that other people thought was totally
useless and show that it was applicable to
the military.”

DATA: DARPA; NSF

was always ticking.” But there are downsides to DARPA’s approach.
The agency loses up to a quarter of its
front-line staff every year. A lack of institutional memory can result in duplicative
efforts. And because staff “are generally
recruited by existing program managers”
or identified by a previous program manager, Cochran says, DARPA runs the risk of
becoming something of an old boys’ club.
“Someone … brings in a friend, who brings
in two friends, and pretty soon you have a
self-perpetuating circle,” he notes.
That process might contribute to the extreme gender imbalance among DARPA
program managers, who are 95% men, according to a recent roster. The agency’s
current upper management—including
the heads of the agency’s six top-level offices and their deputies—is slightly less
skewed, with 10 men and four women. And
the two directors appointed by the Obama
administration—Regina Dugan in 2009 and
Arati Prabhakar in 2012—are the only women
to lead the agency in its 68-year history. (A
quarter-century earlier, Prabhakar was also
the first woman to manage one of DARPA’s
top-level offices, in microelectronics.)
Inbreeding can also affect DARPA’s research agenda, Cochran says, when new program managers tap into the same network
of researchers as their predecessors. “It’s
possible for program managers to rotate,” he
says, “but for DARPA to [continue funding]
the usual suspects.”
The easiest way to freshen DARPA’s
talent pool is to head off in a new direction. And DARPA’s culture made it much
easier for Mann to plow new ground than it
was at NSF.
For starters, NSF program managers
rarely get the chance to jump-start a new research program; most of the agency’s budget
is already committed to ongoing projects.
In addition, NSF’s mission is to support
entire disciplines, so program officers can’t
place too many of their chips on one bet.
In contrast, DARPA encourages its managers to take informed risks. “If I had brought
my NSF mentality to DARPA, I would have
failed,” Mann says.
Mann’s place within DARPA’s relatively flat
bureaucratic structure also encouraged creativity. He worked for the Defense Sciences
Office, often called “DARPA’s DARPA” because it has the broadest remit, and many of
its projects start out as blue-sky adventures.
(Three other offices are charged with developing technologies in specific areas, such as
computing or biology, and two work with the
military to adopt those technologies.)
Nor did Mann have to worry that a good
idea would struggle for funding. Whereas
many government research heads fret about

budgets that don’t at least keep pace with
inflation, past DARPA directors are surprisingly blasé about the agency’s finances.
“I never really felt constrained by money,”
Tether says. “I was more constrained by
ideas.” In fact, aerospace engineer Verne
(Larry) Lynn, DARPA’s director from 1995 to
1998, says he successfully lobbied Congress
to shrink his budget after the Clinton administration had boosted it to “dangerous
levels” to finance a short-lived technology reinvestment program. “When an organization
becomes bigger, it becomes more bureaucratic,” Lynn told an interviewer in 2006.
Mann’s first proposal was to explore a field
known as topological data analysis (TDA).
Topology is the study of shapes; TDA rests on
the idea that data have shape, and that their
shape can reveal information that could not
be gleaned with traditional analyses.
Mann’s interest in TDA dated from his
graduate years at Stanford under James
Milgram. He had befriended another of
Milgram’s students, Gunnar Carlsson, who
went on to develop TDA. Mann believed
the field was ripe for a harvest, and it
meshed with his post-9/11 urge to improve

pose ourselves to risk, because that’s how
you get impact.”
Once TDA was approved, Mann was free
to exploit another notable DARPA feature: a
program manager’s near-absolute power to
assemble a research team. Agency veterans
say the prospect of becoming a funding czar
is a powerful recruiting tool. In 1988, applied
physicist Jane (Xan) Alexander was contemplating an academic career when she was
recruited by Prabhakar. “She told me: ‘You
don’t want to go to a university, where you’ll
have graduate students working for you. If
you come to DARPA, you’ll have professors
working for you,’” recalls Alexander, who
stayed 14 years and eventually became the
agency’s deputy director.
To lead the TDA project, Mann tapped
Carlsson, who had returned to Stanford in
1991. Within 6 months, Carlsson’s team produced an eye-catching success, discovering
patterns in a data set that nobody had seen
before. “That was a really big deal,” Mann
explains. “It showed that the method was
clearly applicable to use on many other massive data sets.”
The result convinced Tether to fund TDA

Two different ways to fund research
Although Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program managers typically are on board for
only a few years, they enjoy a degree of autonomy, flexibility, and authority unique among their colleagues at
U.S. research agencies. Here’s how DARPA’s grantsmaking process generally differs from that at the National
Science Foundation (NSF), which also relies heavily on short-termers to manage its research portfolio.
DARPA

NSF

How much money is
available?

Open-ended, but enough to complete
the project

Fixed program budget

Who comes up with
the idea?

Program managers must create and
sell their projects.

Program officers inherit activities but
can propose new initiatives.

Who can apply?

Program managers reach out to
potential applicants, shape teams.

Most proposals come in over the
transom on regular cycles.

How are proposals
reviewed?

Program managers judge quality.

Panels assign scores based on
scientific merit and broader impacts
of proposed research.

Who makes the call?

Program managers pick winners with
a firm goal in mind.

Top-ranked proposals usually get
funded, but external factors also play
a role. Scientific merit drives process.

How is the grant
managed?

Program managers stay in close
touch, enforcing milestones and making changes as needed.

Grantees have free rein to follow
the science.

the government’s capacity to analyze data.
Mann knew his TDA proposal wouldn’t
be scrutinized and scored by peer-review
panels, as it might at NSF or NIH. Nor
would the final decision be made by consensus. Once his idea passed muster with
his office head, its next—and final—stop
was the DARPA director.
“We don’t have a voting process,”
Prabhakar explains. “Voting is really good
to reduce risk. But I actually want us to ex-
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for a full 5 years. It also made it much easier
for Mann to sell his next project: FunBio.
AT FIRST GLANCE, FunBio might seem to

have little to do with improving the efficacy
of the U.S. military. But Mann hoped that
discovering fundamental laws of biology
might eventually help the military safeguard the health of its troops. And, more
broadly, FunBio reflected DARPA’s longstanding interest in basic research that has
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no obvious immediate application, but the
tantalizing prospect of an enormous payoff
down the road.
To be sure, DARPA’s spending on basic
research—known as 6.1 funding, after its
line number in the Pentagon’s budget—
is small compared with its spending on
more applied research (6.2) and technology
development (6.3). In 2015, DARPA spent
just 12% of its budget—or about $350 million—on basic research. Typical projects
total just a few million or tens of millions
of dollars spread over up to 5 years. Yet
DARPA’s 6.1 investments can be a boon
to a field. For example, Cochran says that
a DARPA program to explore concepts in
fundamental mathematics that he began—
and Mann inherited—was at the time the
government’s largest single investment in
pure mathematics.
It’s not just the money that appeals to
some grantees. There’s also the lure of taking a gamble. Tim Buchman, director of
the critical care center at Emory University’s medical school in Atlanta, had two
reactions in early 2005 when Mann invited
him, out of the blue, to join FunBio: “That’s
a crazy idea,” he said. “Count me in.”
For his part, Tether would sometimes remind Mann that he had high hopes for FunBio. “You’d better come back with F=ma,”
Tether would growl, referring to Newton’s
second law of motion.
DESPITE ITS REPUTATION as a wild-idea

factory, DARPA will ultimately be judged
on its contribution to U.S. military superiority. But the best way to measure the
agency’s success or failure is the subject of
perennial debate.
One challenge for DARPA is that it
doesn’t make new weapons and technologies. Instead, Alexander says, “it takes
on the risky thing, and makes it real enough
that the next guy will invest in it.” That next
guy may be a branch of the military, which
then awards a contract to manufacture the
weapon. Or a company may decide to incorporate the technology into a product for the
commercial and/or military sector.
A study of 10 recent DARPA advanced
technology projects by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO), the watchdog
arm of Congress, has added fuel to the debate. Five projects made a successful “transition” to military or commercial use, the
December 2015 report concluded, including
efforts to create new ship coatings to resist
biofouling and to build an advanced radio
system for the military.
GAO didn’t address whether that 50%
success rate was good or bad. But it did
find that a technology was more likely to be
adopted if the military or the commercial
552

sector had asked for it. And it said DARPA
is doing an “inadequate” job of preparing
program managers for the task of finding
users for their products.
Pentagon officials took exception to that
finding, which included a recommendation for additional training in making such
transitions. The “relatively short tenure” of
program managers doesn’t allow for such
training, they wrote in a response.
Former DARPA officials say GAO’s metrics ignore how new techologies are devel-

“Is there a program manager
around who wants to do
it? If not, it’s not going
to happen.”
Craig Fields, former DARPA director

oped. “You tie DARPA’s hands if you say
that it’s never allowed to do a 6.3 program
unless the services [have] already signed
up,” Alexander says, echoing the views of
several past DARPA directors. “You’d never
have had drones. The point is to develop a
technology that will be a serious disruption
to the status quo.”
Mann applied his own metrics for measuring the success of his programs. (There
were ultimately seven, all in basic research.)
“My ideal program would run for 3 to
4 years, take the technical excuses off the
table, and create a community of users, be
it in [the military], academia, or industry,
[and] preferably all three,” he says. “I think
most of my programs did that.”
The TDA program, for example, ultimately spawned research groups at several
research universities. It also paved the way
for Ayasdi, a software firm that Carlsson
and a former student founded in 2008 to
help scientists make better use of massive data sets. The startup, based in Menlo
Park, California, has grown to more than
100 employees, and last fall Carlsson retired from Stanford to spend full time at
the company. DARPA considers Ayasdi such
a success story that it invited Carlsson to
give the kickoff talk at a 3-day conference
held last fall to show off its programs and
attract new researchers into the fold.
FunBio hasn’t generated a commercial
success like Ayasdi. But 2 years into the project, theoretical physicist Michael Deem of
Rice University in Houston, Texas, did come
up with a new way of describing a dynamical
biological system. Deem found that environmental forces can induce a change in “modularity,” which measures how a large system is
built from well-defined pieces.

Deem then joined forces with Buchman
to test whether this discovery might have
clinical applications. In one NIH-funded
study, they applied the model to predicting
how cardiac patients on respirators would
respond if asked to breathe on their own.
The goal, the researchers explained in a
2013 paper, is to develop automated interventions that could save the life of an “offtrajectory” patient by anticipating “what
will happen five minutes from right now.”
That goal may never be reached,
Buchman concedes. “It’s a big stretch to go
from finding a fundamental law to asking
if it’s safe to do something at the bedside,
without having a human being actually
think about it first,” he says. But Simon
Levin, an evolutionary biologist at Princeton University and principal investigator
on the FunBio project, says that it has made
a significant impact on the rapidly growing
field of complex systems biology.
“Ben’s approach allowed us to do science
that both explored really novel areas and
also exploited that knowledge to tackle specific problems,” Levin says. “NSF or NIH
grants don’t usually let you do both things.”
CRITICS OF DARPA say its top-down, go-

for-broke culture can give short shrift to
the ethical and moral implications of the
agency’s research. DARPA’s role in developing the chemical defoliant Agent Orange
during the Vietnam War is one glaring example, they say. A more recent instance is
Total Information Awareness, a program
launched after the 9/11 attacks to analyze
communications among millions of Americans; it was quickly shut down following a
public outcry. And a recent book billed as
“an uncensored history” of the agency suggests that DARPA’s sizable investments in
improving the interface between humans
and computers for prosthetic and robotic
devices are really intended to create supersoldiers and mind-control systems—a suggestion DARPA officials reject.
The agency’s relative autonomy has also
allowed it to promote research far outside
the scientific mainstream. Tether, for example, admits to a fondness for sonofusion,
a controversial scheme for harnessing
cavitating bubbles to spark nuclear fusion. Under his 8-year watch, DARPA spent
millions of dollars annually on a sonofusion program based on little more than
Tether’s conviction that “there was something there.” He admits that “I kept it
under the radar.”
Even a theoretical mathematician like
Mann has been criticized for overreaching. At a 2007 DARPA conference, Mann
laid out “23 challenges” in mathematics—a
tribute to a list of 23 problems that mathsciencemag.org SCIENCE
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ematics legend David Hilbert presented at
The International Congress of Mathematicians in Paris in 1900, which heavily influenced the field for the next century. Some
researchers accused Mann of hubris, and
others saw a veiled attempt to get mathematicians to do the military’s bidding.
Looking back, Mann acknowledges that
the idea “might have offended some mathematicians.” His goal, he says, was simply
to tell the community “what I wanted to
see happen if I was going to stay [at DARPA

for] another 5 years.”
That didn’t come to pass. Mann left
DARPA in 2010 after Dugan became the
first DARPA director chosen by the Obama
administration. “I had too much of Tony
[Tether]’s DNA on me, and Regina pulled
the plug on everything I was doing,” he
says. “But that’s OK. I don’t blame her for
wanting to do something different.”
Mann became a vice president at Ayasdi,
where he stayed for 5 years before resigning
last summer. Now living in Austin, he con-

Biology came late, and arrived with a bang

sults for DARPA and other clients.
Some talented scientists and engineers
may be uncomfortable with having their
discoveries used in waging war, Mann admits. Still, the agency’s unique approach to
research, and its unusual way of deploying
program managers, has made it an important part of the U.S. scientific landscape.
“It woke up my thinking, like Rip van
Winkle,” Mann says. “DARPA at its worst is
catastrophic. But DARPA at its best, there’s
nothing like it.” ■

By Jeffrey Mervis
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fter the Cold War ended, U.S.
military leaders began to worry
that rogue states might wage
bioterrorism attacks on both U.S.
soldiers and civilian populations.
That new threat exposed a significant
hole in the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency’s (DARPA’s) portfolio:
the life sciences.
Remarkably, the agency didn’t hire its
first biologist until 1990. But over the
next quarter-century it made up for lost
time, and in June 2014 DARPA put the life
sciences on an equal footing with other
disciplines by creating the Biological
Technologies Office (BTO).
Arriving late has allowed DARPA to
take advantage of the stunning advances
in biology over the past 50 years without
losing sight of its unique mission. “We’re
not in the business of dealing with all
of human health,” says DARPA Director
Arati Prabhakar in Arlington, Virginia.
“We’re going to look for specific opportunities that connect to national security.”
There is no shortage of targets. “One
area is about restoring brains and bodies,
because that’s part of what our warfighters deserve,” she explains. The havoc
wrought by improvised explosive devices
in Iraq and Afghanistan, for example,
has led to a program on revolutionizing
prosthetics that has attracted widespread
media coverage. Similarly, concerns about
bioterrorism spawned major initiatives
for detecting and diagnosing potentially lethal agents as well as developing
medical countermeasures, including new
vaccines and therapeutics. A third area
is synthetic biology, in which biology
becomes a platform upon which to build
new molecules and materials.
Those challenges, Prabhakar says,
have forced the agency to rethink its

Hazmat firefighters in Las Vegas, Nevada, train for the possibility of bioterrorism, a threat that required
DARPA to beef up its scant expertise in the life sciences.

traditional approach to developing new
technologies. “When we engineers think
about building a system, we think about
sensors that interact with the physical
world, about hardware and software,” she
explains. “And if we’re really smart we
think about the human being in the loop.
Right now we don’t design with biology
in mind. But imagine if biology were part
of the design palette in the same way that
mechanical and electronic and information technologies are now.”
Although the BTO staff is just onethird the size of the microelectronics
and the computing/information sciences
offices, that’s a major step up for the
field from when aerospace engineer
Verne (Larry) Lynn became director in
1995. “We had just a little bit of biology
knowledge, enough to be dangerous but
not enough to do much,” Lynn recalled
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in a 2006 interview.
That changed in a hurry. Biology
became a major focus during Lynn’s
2.5-year tenure, and the agency’s annual
investment in biodefense skyrocketed,
from $20 million to $180 million.
The rapid scale-up also required
senior managers to run programs well
outside their areas of expertise. “The
office head was a chemist, and I was a
physicist by training,” recalls Jane (Xan)
Alexander, then–deputy director of the
Defense Sciences Office, which housed the
agency’s fledgling biodefense programs.
“We both had strong backgrounds in
materials and electronics. So we ended up
flipping a coin to see who would handle
biology. And I spent a long time getting
up to speed.” A quarter-century later, the
existence of BTO suggests that’s not a
problem anymore. ■
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